
W-F: 5 to 10pm
Sat: 12 to 10pm
Sun: 12 to 5pm

Tasting Room Open:

BREWED FRESH IN 
TRADITIONAL BRITISH ALE

We are a microbrewery specializing in traditional British ales. We use the best 
quality malts and hops, and carefully hand-craft each small batch of beer we 
make. We “condition” [carbonate] the beer naturally, allowing the yeast to do 
all the work. Then we serve it in our tasting room at the traditional cellar 
temperature of 54 degrees. Our beers are “session ales,” intended for long 
hours of drinking pints and conversing with friends, indulging in darts and 
checkers and other pub activities. Thus the low ABV% in most of our beers. 
Finally, we serve our beer in 20oz imperial pints and 10oz 1/2 pints.

YEAR-ROUND BEERS SEASONAL/ROTATING

THE SESSION GAP [Ordinary Bitter] 
Bitter really comes into its own when served at its peak in 
cask. The Session Gap uses just a few specialty malts to 
create a rounded grain profile. The hops are common 
English varieties for that floral, wood, and earth character 
that is the cornerstone of the bitter style. Just enough hops 
to peak over the hedge of malt.

THE LITTLE SPREE [Yorkshire Pale Ale]
One malt and three hops makes for an approachable, 
refreshing beer that can still be enjoyed for its delicate 
complex flavors. An ode to a wonderful base malt, Golden 
Promise, and classic European hop varieties.

THE KING’S TAXES [60 Shilling] 
The King’s Taxes 60/- bridges between old and new 
interpretations of Scottish ales. Hopping is minimal; 
this beer is all about the flavors gleaned from the 
malt and sugar.

JACKIE TAR [Brown Stout] 
Born from historical recipes, Jackie Tar was reworked 
to accommodate modern ingredients and methods. 
The core of Jackie Tar is a strong roast malt character. 
Although hopping is medium-low, two late hop additions 
add nuance to the finish.

THE CRISIS [New-School English Pale Ale] 
New World hops (NZ and USA) are used in this beer for 
big juicy aroma and flavor.

NUTTY BROON [Nut Brown Ale] 
There are those who think it should taste like nuts and 
those who think it should be a clone of Newcastle Brown Ale. 
It is up to you to decide which camp you are in and if our 
example passes muster.

YANKEE MICK’S [American Brown] 
American brown is a bit of a black sheep in the
line-up, but it is something fun to do with hops and malt.

BARCLAY PERKINS 1941 [Best Stout] 
A proper historical recipe for a bit of a challenge. 
Interesting recipe as it has lactose, invert sugar, 
and oats which I believe is rather unusual.

OLD TOASTY [Dark Mild] 
Not historically based and not ‘old’, just good.

JAHR OF PORTER [Keeping Porter] 
This recipe gets loaded with roasted malts for longevity 
and then matured for several months before release.
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